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In this paper it is shown that the Macdonald identities for Aj” are a natural con- 
sequence of the recent multivariable generalization of classical basic hypergeometric 
series known as basic hypergeometric series in U(n). More precisely, a U(n) mul- 
tiple series generalization of the q-binomial theorem is derived and used to 
generalize Cauchy’s elegant proof of Jacobi’s triple product identity and to give a 
direct, elementary proof of the Macdonald identities for Aj”. 6 1985 Academic PI~SS, 
Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION, STATEMENT OF RESULTS, 
AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
In this paper we show that the Macdonald identities [19, 38, 42, 47, 581 
for Ai’) are a natural consequence of the basic hypergeometric series in 
U(n), introduced in [52], which are a recent multivariable generalization 
of classical basic hypergeometric series [3, 5, 22, 563. More precisely, we 
derive a U(n) multiple series generalization of the q-binomial theorem [3, 
5, 22, 561 and use it to generalize Cauchy’s [ 181 elegant proof of Jacobi’s 
triple product identity [3, 5, 22, 35, 561 and to give a direct, elementary 
proof of the Macdonald identities for A j’ ). 
Our starting point is the classical q-binomial theorem [3, 5, 22, 561 
given by 
THEOREM 1 .l (Classical q-Binomial Theorem). Zf )ql < 1, I t( < 1, then 
where (A), and (A), are defined by 
(A),=(l-A)(l-Aq)...(l-Aq”-I), 
(1.2) 
(1.3a) 
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and 
(A), = lim (A), = fi (1 -Aq'). 
"--CC r=O 
(1.3b) 
Note that we may define (A), for all real numbers n by 
(1.4a) 
In particular, 
(A),= 1. (1.4b) 
In [3, p. 181 Theorem 1.1 is proven by showing that both sides of (1.2) 
satisfy the q-difference equation 
and 
(1 -t)F(t)=(l -at)F(tq), 
F(O)= I. 
(1.5a) 
(1Sb) 
Theorem 1.1 is known as the “q-analog” of the binomial theorem since 
replacing a by q', with c1 a nonnegative integer, in (1.2) and then taking the 
limit q + I - yields 
l+f 
a+n-1 
( ) 
t”=(l-t)-“. 
,I= I n 
To obtain the left-hand side of (1.6) we used 
lim (’ -qA)=A 
Y-l (l-q) . 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
Theorem 1.1 is originally due to Cauchy [ 17, p. 451 in 1843. Now, in 
[ 18, pp. SO-551 Cauchy utilized Theorem 1.1 to give a simple, elegant 
proof of the fundamental Jacobi triple product identity [35] given by 
THEOREM 1.8 (Jacobi). Zfx#O, 141 < 1, then 
+CC 
c 
Xnq(n2+n)/2 = fi (1 +xq”+‘)(l +xP’q”)(l -q"+') (1.9a) 
,z= -Lc IT=0 
= (-xq), (-x-‘L fs),. (1.9b) 
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Important applications of Theorem 1.8 to the theories of elliptic 
functions and partitions are described in the books of Andrews [3] and 
Hardy and Wright [30]. 
Because it is such an important motivation for our work, we now sketch 
Cauchy’s proof of Theorem 1.8. First observe, after a fair amount of 
algebra, that the a = qpzN, t = -xq’ + N case of (1.2) can be written as 
N 
C xiq(i2 + i)/Z . (q)ZN = fi (1 +xq’)(l +xplq”). (1.10) 
i= -N (q)N-; (q)N+i j=] 
By Tannery’s Theorem for sums [ 16, pp. 136-l 381 the limit as N + cc of 
( 1.10) converges to 
+il/2 
1 
.-= (-xq), (-xc’),, 
(SIX 
(1.11) 
which is clearly equivalent to ( 1.9). 
In [ 151, Bressoud has used a method similar to the above proof of (1.9) 
to give a particularly simple analytical proof of the RogerssRamanujan 
identities. 
Two famous consequences [30, pp. 283-2851 of special cases of Theorem 
1.8 in the theory of basic hypergeometric series [3, 5, 22, 563 are Euler’s 
identity 
(1.12) 
and Jacobi’s identity 
% 
((q),)j= c (-1)” (2n+ l)qn(n+“? 
n = 0 
(1.13) 
Motivated by Winquist’s [SS] direct analytical methods, Dyson, in 
unpublished work, discovered several infinite families of multivariable iden- 
tities generalizing (1.9). From these, he derived formulas, generalizing 
(1.13), for a certan inlininte set of powers of (q)m. But as he describes in 
his article “Missed Opportunities” [ 191, he did not recognize these powers 
as the dimensions of the simple “classical” Lie algebras, so he missed the 
connection with Lie theory. Independently, Macdonald [47] found for- 
mulas for 
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for all complex simple Lie algebras g, and in fact he obtained these iden- 
tities as one-variable specializations of respective multivariable identities 
generalizing (1.9). He also obtained multivariable identities generalizing the 
“quintuple product identity.” 
Dyson’s multivariable identities are those of Macdonald corresponding 
to afftne root systems S(R) with R of classical type A,, B,, C,, and D,. The 
identity of Winquist [SS] corresponds to R of type B2. Other special cases 
appear in unpublished work of A. 0. L. Atkin. All of these identities of 
Winquist, Dyson, and Atkin were given direct, elementary proofs whose 
methods, as far as we know, are quite different from those in this paper. 
Kac [37] and Moody [55] independently recognized Macdonald’s 
unspecialized identities as the precise analogs of Weyl’s denominator for- 
mulas, for the infinite-dimensional “Euclidean” GCM Lie algebras (defined 
by generators and relations using a symmetrizable “generalized Cartan 
matrix”). The GCM Lie algebras were introduced independently by Kac 
[36] and Moody [54], and they are alternatively known as the Kac- 
Moody Lie algebras. Kac [37] also proved Weyl’s character and 
denominator formulas for all GCM Lie algebras. 
An extensive exposition of GCM Lie algebras and their applications can 
be found in Kac’s book [38] and Lepowsky’s paper [41]. Additional 
exposition and references on GCM Lie algebras appear in [39,42,43]. For 
the reader unfamiliar with these ideas, a brief survey of GCM Lie algebras, 
and the Weyl-Kac denominator and character formulas, can be found in 
Section 2 of [42]. The reader is also referred to [34] for elementary 
background on Lie algebras in general and complex semisimple Lie 
algebras in particular. A very readable introduction to Lie theory appears 
in Howe’s article [33]. Concrete, combinatorial applications of root 
systems are discussed in [59]. 
Keeping in mind the exposition in Section 2 of [42] we recall the 
denominator formula for the general GCM Lie algebra S (with sym- 
metrizable Cartan matrix). We have 
THEOREM 1.14 ( Weyl-Macdonald-Kac). 
n (1 -e(-$q)d’“~L 1 (- 1)““” e( - (Qw)), 
CtJ+ I, t u. 
where 
A is the set of roots of 3, 
A + c A is the set of positive roots of 3, 
A ~ = -A + is the set of negutive roots of 3, 
(1.15) 
(1.16a) 
(1.16b) 
(1.16~) 
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dim 3” is the dimension of the root space 3”, 
W is the Weyl group of 3 consisting of certain 
linear automorphisms on the span of A, 
l(w) is the length of w, 
(1.16d) 
@,,.=A+nwAA={q5~d+ ]M’-‘$EA~), 
(@,) is the sum of the roots in the set Qw, 
{ a,,, a,,..., a,> are the “simple” roots of 3 which spans A 
and 
(1.16e) 
(1.16f) 
(l.lW 
(1.16h) 
(1.16i) 
the symbol e(. ) = exp(.) is a formal exponential. (1.16j) 
The identity (1.15) takes place in the formal power series ring Z[ [e( -a,),..., 
e( -a,)]] in the I+ 1 analytically independent variables e( -ai). 
Remark 1.17. Weyl’s classical denominator formula is the special case 
of the theorem when J is finite-dimensional semisimple. In this case, the 
power series involved are polynomials; i.e., they terminate. Macdonald’s 
identities constitute the special case of Theorem 1.14 when 3 is affine or, 
somewhat more generally, when 3 is “Euclidean.” 
Macdonald’s identities are of substantial independent interest. In [24] 
they are shown to be a consequence of the Euler-Poincare principle and 
certain involved computations of homology. General theta function proofs 
are given in [44] and [6]. A very interesting proof of Macdonald’s 
specialized identities using properties of modular functions appears in [57]. 
Combinatorial applications of the Macdonald identities are developed in 
[23, 40, 42, 481. 
In the rest of this paper we study the special case of Theorem 1.14 in 
which 3 is the aftine GCM Lie algebra Ai’) (I> 1). This case of (1.15) is 
precisely the unspecialized Macdonald identities for A!‘). These are the sim- 
plest of Macdonald’s identities. 
In order to explicitly write down the A j’) case of (1.15) we need a con- 
crete description of the roots A and Weyl group W of AI’ ). To this end, we 
first describe the roots of sl(l+ 1, C) as presented in [34]. 
Let 3 be the Z-span of the standard basis vectors er, Ed,..., E,+, in I&+‘. 
Let @ be the l-dimensional subspace of R’+’ orthogonal to the vector 
El + ... +q+,. Let 3’ = 3 n Q and take A, to be the set of all vectors a E 3’ 
for which (a, a) = 2. It is clear that A, = {ci - gj I i #j}. The roots of 
sl(l+ 1, C) can be identified with the set A,, and the simple roots with the 
subset { a1 ,..., a,}, where CX~=E~-E~+~. The vectors ai are independent and 
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Ej-&j=a,+aj+1+ ... +cr,-,, if i < j. This last relation implies that the 
positive roots of s/(Z + 1, C) are of the form 
with 1 < i < j f I+ 1. The negative roots are of the form 
E,-&;= -(cq+cq+,+ ... +a,-,). (1.19) 
The roots of Aj” are either real or imaginary. The imaginary roots, 
introduced in [36, 541 and described in detail in Section 2 of [42], are the 
roots that one adds to the affine roots (see [47]) to obtain all the roots of 
the afline Lie algebra. 
Now the real roots of Aj” can be identified with the functionals of the 
form jy+@, wherejEZ, btzdo, and y is the smallest positive imaginary 
root of A!“. The imaginary roots of Aj’) are identified with functionals of 
the form jy, where FEZ, j#O. By means of (1.18) and (1.19) we may 
describe the set A + of positive roots of Aj” concretely as 
A+=((s-l)y+(~,-&j)‘~y+(&,-&E,),syI 
1 ,<i< j,<C+ 1, seZ+ - (O}}, (1.20) 
where Z, denotes the nonnegative integers. 
We also have 
A=A,vAp (1.21a) 
with the negative roots A- determined by 
A- = -A,. (1.21b) 
The simple roots of Al’) consist of the simple roots 
(y-1 >..., a/ (1.22a) 
of sl( I + 1, C) together with 
%=Y-rc/ (1.22b) 
=y-(aI+ ... +a,) (1.22c) 
=Y+E/+,-El, (1.22d) 
where y is the smallest positive imaginary root of AI’) and 
$=(a,+ ..’ + CC,) is the highest root of sf(l+ 1, C). 
We now consider the Weyl group W of Ai” which is generated by the 
reflections rO, r, ,..., I, determined by Definition 1.24 below. In order to 
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define these reflections we first recall that the Cartan matrix A of 
sl(Z+ l), C) is an 1 by 1 matrix that is 2 on the diagonal, - 1 on the super- 
and subdiagonals, and 0 elsewhere. The Cartain matrix A” of AI*) is 
obtained from A by adding a zeroth row and column so that the resulting 
row and column sums are 0. That is, 
Ajj= A,, if 1 < i, j < 1, (1.23a) 
&)=2, (1.23b) 
A”,, =A”ol=A”,o=A”ro= -1, (1.23~) 
&,=o, otherwise. (1.23d) 
Since the simple roots q,, CI] ,..., a, of Aj’) span A, we define the reflections 
ri by means of 
DEFINITION 1.24. Given any root 4 for A{‘) the ith reflection ri of 4 is 
defined by 
ri(d) = 6 - #th,) CL,, O<i<l, (1.25a) 
where 
ccj(lZi) = JTjj, for 0 6 i, j 6 1. (1.25b) 
Note that every element of W fixes 
y=a,+a, + ... +a,, (1.26) 
since the ith row sum of A’ is 0. 
It is known [47] that the Weyl group W of AI” is isomorphic to the 
semidirect product of the Weyl group of s[(l+ 1, C) (the summetric group 
on I + 1 letters Y;+ , ) with a free Abelian group /i on 1 generators. This lat- 
ter group is known as the group of translations or shears of A!‘). 
At this point, we describe the Weyl group of sZ(E+ 1, C) as in [34]. 
Thinking in terms of the expressions si - sj, notice that the reflection ri with 
respect to cq=~~--~,+~ permutes the subscripts i, i+ 1 and leaves all other 
subscripts fixed. Thus ri corresponds to the transposition (i, i + 1) in the 
symmetric group Y;+ 1. These transpositions generate Y;+ i, so we may 
obtain a natural isomorphism of the Weyl group of sZ(l+ 1, UZ) onto <U;+ , . 
In fact, if c E Y;, , , then r~ acts on the root si - sj as follows: 
fJ(Ei- Ej) = E&) - &,Cj,. (1.27) 
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Since 
dy)=y, (1.28) 
( 1.27) determines the action of $+ , on the roots CJ of sl(l+ 1, C), and 
hence on the roots of A”‘. 
The group n of shear: of Ai” is described explicitly in Section 4 of [42] 
where it is shown by direct, elementary constructions that W is isomorphic 
to the semidirect product of CU;+, and /i. 
In Section 5 of this paper we make use of the above discussion of A + 
and W, and the concrete characterizations of /1 and W contained in 
Propositions 4.32 and 4.33 of [42], to explicitly write down the Aj’) case of 
( 1.15) in the form given by 
THEOREM 1.29. Using the I+ 2 variables e( -y) and { ,e( -Ei),} the Ai” 
use of‘ (1.15) is equivalent to 
(1.30a) 
= C E(u) exp (‘i’ (a(i) - i) hi,,) (1.30b) 
frfF “/+I ,= I 
,,..z,,,, iexpF ’rL,- i (I--s+ 1) L, E,(,) ,= I r=l \=, 1 )I (1.3Oc) 
-f: i(l-i+l)[L,(L,-1)/2]?- C l-(/-s+ 1) L,L.,]’ , 
,=I IS?-<,</ 
(1.30d) 
\ihere E(U) is the sign of the permutation CJ, Z is the set of all integers, and 
(I+ 1) divides (L,--1:: iL,>. (1.31) 
Note that we have used the fact that for AI’ ), real roots have multiplicity 
1 and imaginary roots have multiplicity I. 
Remark 1.32. After the change of variables 
q=ev-y) (1.33a) 
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and 
-x = exp(s, -Q), (1.33b) 
it is not hard to see that the 1= 1 case of (1.30) can be written as in (1.9). 
Thus, Theorem 1.8 corresponds to the Macdonald identities for A(,‘). 
The primary motivation for this paper was to find a suitable multiple 
series generalization of the q-binomial theorem in Theorem 1.1 which 
would enable us to generalize Cauchy’s elegant proof of Theorem 1.8 to 
give a similar, elementary proof of (1.30). It turns out that the required 
generalization of Theorem 1.1 is a natural consequence of fundamental 
properties of the new multivariable generalizations [IV]:) and [F](“) of 
classical basic hypergeometric series which were recently introduced in 
[52], and studied further in [53]. 
Before stating our generalization of Theorem 1.1 we must first recall the 
definitions of [ W]:) and [F]” from [52] which are given by 
DEFINITION 1.34 (Basic Hypergeometric Series Well-Poised in 
W(n)). We define 
A,2 
i. . 
all ... Ulk b II 
cwlg) A.13 + . . ; ; ; 
A’,, A;, . .: A,_ ,.n a,, ... a,, b,, 
G(l-q)(j-k-l)m.(q)m c 
.I’,+ “’ +yn=m 
( fl (1 -Ai;q”“-“‘)/(l -Air)) 
I<i-cr<n 
.Y, 2 0 
(1.35) 
to be well-poised in SU(n) if m is a nonnegative integer, 141 < 1, (A), is 
given by (1.3a), (bri),, #O, A, # 1, n > 2, and 
j2 n, (1.36a) 
Air/A;,= As,, for s < r, (1.36b) 
aiA=AisT for i<s, (1.36~) 
biribsr=Aisv for i < s, (1.36d) 
bii = 4, 1 <i<n. (1.36e) 
We will call the a’s numerator parameters and the b’s denominator 
parameters. 
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Remark 1.37. It follows from (1.36dk(1.36e) that 
b,,=q.A,,, if r<s,, 
= q/As,, if s < r, 
4, if r = s, 
provided that 1 < r, s dn. 
(1.38a) 
(1.38b) 
(1.38~) 
(1.38d) 
We denote the series in (1.35) by [IV]:) ((A) 1 (a) 1 (b) 1 (z)). 
The related series [F]‘“’ ((A) 1 (a) 1 (b) 1 (z)) are determined by 
DEFINITION 1.39 (Basic Hypergeometric Series in U(n)). 
a,, ... aI& b 11 ‘.. b I, Zl 
j  ; i ; ; 
A’,, Ain ..I A.el,, a;, ..a a,,/+ bj,, ... 6, zj, i 
al, .” ulk 
a nl ... ank ? -1 ‘n 
( 1.4Oa) 
/ 
(l_q)(/-k)(~l+---+~,). 
,‘, . . . . y. 2 0 
b II ‘.. b,j 
it, . . . b, 
where the arrays (A), (a), and (6) satisfy the conditions in (1.36) and 
(1.38). We continue to call the a’s numerator parameters and the b’s 
denominator parameters. 
Remark 1.41. In Remark 7.26 of [52] it was shown that the series 
[F]” ((A) 1 (a) 1 (b) 1 (z)) converges absolutely whenever 
0 < 141 < 1, (1.42a) 
Iz,I < (ql(r-‘). I(1 - )I’+) 4 3 if 1 6 r < n, (1.42b) 
brifqpP, if p>, -1 and 1 dr#i<n, (1.42~) 
bri Z q - ‘, if ~20, 1 drdn, and n+ 1 <i<j. (1.42d) 
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Furthermore, from (1.38) and (1.42~) we must have 
A ir Z 4’2 if 1 < i < r < n, and p is any integer. 
If 
(1.43) 
a =rpr T.l, (1.44) 
for 1 < r < n and 1 < i, < k, with the pr nonnegative integers, the series in 
(1.40b) is a finite sum, i.e., terminates. 
Remark 1.45. Replacing Z, by ~~(1 -q)‘kPiJ in then= 1 case of (1.40b) 
gives the classical basic hypergeometric series [l-3, 5, 22, 561 in one 
variable: 
Moreover, in Theorem 7.1 of [52] we give an identity which expresses 
[F]‘“‘((A) I (a) I (h) I (z)) as a finite sum of finite products of the classical 
basic hypergeometric series in (1.46). Finally, Lemma 5.5 of [52] expresses 
[ W]E)((A) 1 (a) 1 (b) / (2)) as the product of a simple quotient of products 
and a certain terminating z + k + j@, + k + i series as defined by (1.46). Thus, 
both [ W]~’ ((A) I (a) 1 (b) 1 (z)) and [F]‘“’ ((A) I (a) I (b) I (z)) are natural 
generalizations of the series in (1.46). 
Replacing Ai,, arir and bri by qAtr, go”, and qhrt, respectively, in Definition 
1.34 and then letting q + 1 yields the hypergeometric series IV:) ((A) I (a) I 
(b)](z)) well-poised in SU(n) which were introduced by Biedenharn, 
Holman, and Louck in [32], and studied further in [27, 28, 56533. A 
similar limiting process applied in Definition 1.39 gives the hypergeometric 
series P”’ ((A) I (a) I (b) I(z)) in U(n) that were first introduced by Holman 
in [31], and developed further in [52]. 
The multiple basic hypergeometric series (and their limits as q + 1) in 
Definitions 1.34 and 1.39 are quite different from the classical higher- 
dimensional generalization of hypergeometric series known as (basic) 
Appell and Lauricella functions of several variables which have been exten- 
sively studied in the books by Appell and KampC de Feriet [4], Andrews 
[3], Slater [56], Bailey [S], Exton [2&22], and Mathai and Saxena 
[49], and in the papers of Andrews [ 1, 21. In particular, the series WC’ 
((A) I (a) I (b) I (z)) are directly related to the polynomials .-;Gc)(d; X) and 
n- ;G;(y; 6), introduced in [SO] and [26], respectively. These polynomials 
are of independent interest because of their applications in [ 1, 7-14, 26, 28, 
32, 46, 50, 511. Moreover , n -;G$‘)(y; 6) is a special case of the bisymmetric 
invariant polynomials ;GE)(y; 6), studied in [7, SO], that are of interest in 
are satkfied. We then have 
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mathematical physics in the theory of Wigner coeffkients for XI(n) (see 
[7, 12, 13, 501). A detailed and complete exposition of the mathematical 
constructions that have led to ;Gp)(y; 6) is given in [ 141. 
We are now ready to state 
THEOREM 1.47 (U(n) Refinement of the q-Binomial Theorem). Let 
[F]‘“’ ((A)1 (a)1 (b)l (z)) be determined by Definition 1.39. Furthermore, 
suppose thut k=j=n, 0~ )qj < 1, ItI < 1, and that both (1.42~) and (1.43) 
at, ... aIn b II ” . b,n 1.t 
4.t 
a nl ... a nn : i b,, . . . b;, qfl-l.t 
(1.48a) 
s ) ,,_., 4,,,(,<!!,<,, (lAA~r’q”‘- -‘;)/(l -Ai.))‘(,<F,n (ari)‘;r) 
, . ., . 
. ( n (b,,)y,)-’ .qlQ+2YJ+ “’ +(n-I)y,), t(“,+ ... +y,) (1.48b) 
I ci.r<rt 
(a, l ~22 .--ffJW?t), 
(t), ’ 
(1.48c) 
where (A), and (A), are dqfined by (1.3a) and (1.3b), respectively. 
Theorem 1.47 is an immediate consequence of (1.40a), the 
u=a,,a,,...a,,,, case of Theorem 1.1, and 
THEOREM 1.49. Let [WI:;’ ((A) / (a) I (b) I(z)) be defined by Definition 
1.34. We then have 
b II ... b In 
b. “I ... b’ ?I,* 
I 
4 
9 4 
n- I 
(alla22’..ann)m 
(1-4Y ’ 
(1.50a) 
(1SOb) 
where (A ), is defined by ( 1.3a). 
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By comparing (1.2), (1 SO), and (1.48) it is reasonable to regard Theorem 
1.47 as a “refinement” of the classical q-binomial theorem. 
In Section 2 we derive Theorem 1.49 from the general q-difference 
equation for [IV]:) ((A) 1 (b) 1 (z)) g iven by Theorem 1.31 of [52] (see 
Eq. (2.2) below), and the fundamental 
LEMMA 1.51. Let (x1 ,..., x,) and ( y, ,..., y, > be indeterminants with the 
yi distinct. We then have 
1 -x1x2 “‘x,= f (l-x,). fi 
i=, ( y;py). 
(1.52) 
p=l 
ifp 
We give an elementary proof of Lemma 1.51 in Section 2 of [52 J. Our 
proof relies upon elementary properties of symmetric functions and an 
important summation theorem (see Theorem 1.20 of [52]) due to Louck 
and Biedenharn [45] which appears frequently in dealing with the explicit 
matrix elements which arise in the unitary groups. Louck and Biedenharn 
[45] gave a rather complicated analytic proof of their result. In [27] we 
utilize the determinantal definition of Schur functions [48] and the 
Laplace expansion formula [25, see p. 118, Problem l] for the determinant 
of an n x n matrix to give a simple direct proof of an elegant identity, 
involving Schur functions, which contains the result of Louck and 
Biedenharn as a special case. 
Other recent applications of Lemma 1.51 are of substantial independent 
interest. Lemma 1.51 is responsible for (2.2) as well as the more general 
q-difference equations in [53] which lead to a natural Xl(n) generalization 
of the terminating 6@5 summation theorem for classical basic 
hypergeometric series. Lemma 1.51 is also central to the work in [29]. 
We conclude Section 2 of this paper by writing down the limiting cases 
as q -+ 1 of Theorems 1.47 and 1.49. 
In Section 3 we make use of suitable terminating cases of Theorem 1.47 
and a limiting argument similar to that which leads from (1.10) to (1.11) to 
prove the U(n) generalization of Theorem 1.8 given by 
THEOREM 1.53 (U(n) Generalization of the Jacobi Triple Product Iden- 
tity). IfxfO, 141 < 1, and {z ,,..., z,} are indeterminants such that 
zi/zr Z qp, if 1< i < r d n, and p is any integer, (1.54) 
then we have 
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= [(Fxq), (-x-1)cc (4)ml’[ (4)“,-’ ( n 
I<i<r<n 
(155b) 
Remark 1.56. It is clear that the n = 1 case of (1.55) is the Jacobi triple 
product identity in (1.9). Moreover, our proof of (1.55) specializes to 
Cauchy’s proof of Theorem 1.8. 
In order to obtain the Macdonald identities for Aj” we must go beyond 
Cauchy’s proof of Theorem 1.8. To this end, observe from (1.9) itself that 
(1.55b) can be written as 
[k&-l ( n (ZJZ,), (qzJ’.)JJ +cx X”PM). (1.57) 
I<i-cr<n M= -zr 
It is then not difficult to see that equating coefficients of xM in the Laurent 
series (1.55a) and (1.57) yields 
THEOREM 1.58. Let ME Z, /q/ < 1, and (2, ,..., z”} be indeterminants such 
that (1.54) holds. We then have 
c (1 - (ZJZ,) q"'- ';) 
v,+ ... +.,‘,=M I <i<r<n 
)-(fi, P) 
.,', E z 
(1.59a) 
(1.59b) 
(4K-’ II ( l <,Fri, (zi/zr)- (qZrlii)m . (1.59c) . . 
In Section 4 we first use the product formula for a Vandermonde deter- 
minant (the classical denominator formula for sZ(n, C)) and then the 
change of variables 
n=l+ 1, (1.60a) 
q=exp(-y)-e(-y), (1.60b) 
zi = exp( - s;) = e( -E ;), for 1 <id/+ 1, (1.60~) 
h07’57’1.4 
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to show that the M = 0 case of (1.59) is equivalent to 
THEOREM 1.61 (U(n) Rewriting of the Macdonald Identities for Al’)). 
i 
n fi (l-exp(-(s-1) Y+Ej-Ej))'(l-eXp(-Q+Ej-Ej)) 
I<i-ej</+l s=l I 
. i jJ, (1 -ev-v))‘} 
(1.62a) 
(1.62b) 
where E(O) is the sign of the permutation O, and Z is the set of all integers. 
Remark 1.63. Just as in Remark 1.32 it is not hard to see that the E = 1 
case of (1.62) can be written as in (1.9). 
We conclude Section 4 by showing that the inner sum in (1.62c)-( 1.62d) 
always equals the corresponding inner sum in (1.3Oc)-( 1.30d). That is, we 
show that Theorems 1.61 and 1.29 are equivalent. This completes our 
elementary proof of the Macdonald identities for AI’). 
In Section 6 we rewrite (1.62) in terms of the variables {u. = e( - CI~), 
24, = e( -cY~),..., uj = e( -cc,)} where a,, c( ,,..., CC, are the simple roots of A{*‘. 
Our results in this paper show how the Macdonald identities for Ai’) 
arise naturally from the definitions of the [W]:, and [F]” hypergeometric 
series, Lemma 1.5 1, Theorems 1.1 and 1.8, and the classical denominator 
formula for sZ(l+ 1, C). Actually, everything is a consequence of Lemma 
1.5 1, Theorem 1.1, and the classical denominator formula for sl( I + 1, C). 
Now, the last of these three results has a well-known generalization (Weyl’s 
classical denominator formula) to other root systems. It is very likely that 
the first two results also generalize. By explicitly writing down the (known) 
Macdonald identities for the other affine root systems, and applying the 
techniques in this paper, it should be possible to obtain the corresponding 
generalizations of Theorem 1.1, Lemma 1.51, and consequently [ WI:) and 
[F]‘“‘. Such a program would provide a direct, elementary proof of the 
Macdonald identities involved, and lead to a very elegant and useful mul- 
tiple series generalization of classical basic hypergeometric series. We are 
investigating these and related matters in a separate publication. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.49 
We prove Theorem 1.49 by induction on m. To this end, we need the 
q-difference equation for [ W]g) ((A) I (a) I (b) I (z)) from [52, see Theorem 
1.311 given by 
THEOREM 2.1. Let [W]:’ ((A)[ (a)1 (b)l (z)) be defined as in De$nition 
1.34. Then 
= f  (l-q)(j-k-l).Zp.q(l~~) 
p=l 
(I!fI (f-ap,i)‘).( fi (l-bp,i))’ 
qa,k 
a nk 
. (2.2) 
Remark 2.3. It is not hard to see that [IV]:) ((A)[ (a)1 (b)l (z)) in 
(1.35) can be regarded as a function of the parameters q, {a, I 1 < i < n, 
1 6 r < k), and {b,I 1 <i< n, n <r <j}. Furthermore, observe that A,, 
becomes (A,, . q”vp- “Vp), in [ IV]:’ , , whenever spy and b,, are replaced by 
qapv and qb,,, respectively. Here, ~5,~ = 1, if r = p, and 0 otherwise. This 
fact, combined with (1.38), determines what happens to b,, (1 < r, s < n) on 
the right-hand side of (2.2). 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.49. Equation (1.50) is clearly true 
when m =0 since, in this case, bot sides are equal to 1. We now assume 
that (1.50) holds with m replaced by (m - 1). From Theorem 2.1 and this 
case of (1.50) it is not diffkult to see that 
a11 ... Ql, 
= (WI 42 . ..%n)(m-1) 
(l-4)” 
a d ... arm 
(2.4a) 
(2.4b) 
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Making use of the relations 
ap,i = aii/A ip > if 1 <i<pdn, 
= aJApi), if l<pci<n, 
(2Sa) 
(2.5b) 
and 
Am = (LY(bsn)~ if l<r<s<n, (2.6) 
it follows after some routine simplification that the sum in (2.4~) becomes 
i 
p=l 
(l- (2.7) 
Since the {bi,,..., b,,} are distinct, it is immediate from the xi = a, and 
Yi = l/bin case of Lemma 1.51 that the sum in (2.7) equals 
(1 - alla22 . .. unn). Thus, the right-hand side of (2.4) equals (1.50b), and 
the inductive proof of Theorem 1.49 is complete. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.8. The condition 
zp=qtp--lj (2.9) 
in Theorem 1.49 is determined by the observation that Lemma 1.51 can be 
used to sum (2.7) (and equivalently (2.4~)) in the above inductive proof of 
(1.50) provided that 
zp .4 (l-P)= 1 (2.10) 
in (2.2). Clearly (2.10) implies (2.9). This remark also motivates why we 
take 
ZP=q(P-l)ef 
(2.11) 
in (1.48a). 
Remark 2.12. Our use of Theorem 2.1 is really quite reasonable. In Sec- 
tion 3 of [53] we reinterpret our original proof from [ 521 of Theorem 2.1 
in terms of operators that are essentially q-analogs of derivatives and show 
how an operator version of Lemma 1.51 leads directly to Theorem 2.1. 
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In the same way that we proved Theorems 1.47 and 1.49 from the 
q-binomial theorem in (1.2), Definition 1.39, and Lemma 1.51, it follows 
from the classical binomial theorem (with arbitrary LY) in (1.6), the 
definitions of F’“’ ((A) 1 (a) 1 (b) 1 (z)) and IV:) (A)) 1 (a) I (b) I (z)) from [52], 
and Eq. (1.19) of [52] (the limiting case of (1.52)) that we have 
THEOREM 2.13 (U(n) Refinement of the Binomial Theorem). Let F’“) 
((A)1 (a)l(b)l(z)) be determined by Eq. (1.52) of [52] with Wg) ((A)I(a)I 
(6) I (z)) being giuen by Definition 1.13 of [ 521. (Equivalently, use the limiting 
case of Definition 1.39.) Furthermore, suppose that k = j = n, 1 tl < 1, and that 
all series involved are defined. We then have 
A,2 
i. . . 
alI ... aIn b lI ... b 
p) A.13 A:, . . (2.14a) 
A’,, A’,, ... A.-,,, u,, ... u,, b,, .” b,, t 
= (1 _ t)-(Ull+U22+ “’ +umI 3 
where {A } r is defined by 
{A}.=A(A+l)...(A+r-1); 
and also 
(2.14~) 
(2.15) 
/A,* aI1 ... aIn b 11 ... In b 1 
wg) 
I 
(2.17a) . 
b,, ... b, ; a nl ‘.. a nn 
= iall +a,,+ ... +Q~~}~, 
THEOREM 2.16. Let W$) ((A) I (a) I(b) I (z)) be defined by Definition 1.13 
of [52], or equivalently the limiting case of 1.34. We then have 
(2.17b) 
where {A}, is defined by (2.15). 
Remark 2.18. In the same way that we obtained (1.6) from (1.2) we 
find that replacing Ai,, ari, and bri by qACr, qO”, and qb”, respectively, in 
Theorem 1.47, with (all + . . . + unn) a nonnegative integer, and then letting 
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q + 1 - gives the corresponding case of Theorem 2.13. Similarly, Theorem 
2.16 is the limiting case of Theorem 1.49. Thus, Theorems 1.47 and 1.49 are 
known as the “q-analogs” of Theorems 2.13 and 2.16, respectively. 
As far as we know, even Theorems 2.13 and 2.16 appear to be new. 
There are generalizations of Theorems 1.47, 1.49, 2.13, and 2.16 in which 
{Z 1 Y.--T z”} are arbitrary, rather than being set equal to qCp-‘). t, qCp-‘), t, 
and 1, respectively. These more general results will be investigated 
elsewhere. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.53 
In order to prove Theorem 1.53 we first utilize suitable terminating cases 
of Theorem 1.47 to derive the U(n) generalization of (1.10) given by 
THEOREM 3.1. Let 0~ 141 < 1, 0~ 1x1 < Iqlp’l+nN), and {z~,..., z,} be 
indeterminants such that (1.54) holds. If N is any nonnegative integer we then 
have 
. . . f ( n (I-(Z,,Z,)Yj=~~)) (3.2a) 
“, = -N .vn= -N 1 <!<i-<?I 
. fJ ;~~~~~~.~l+‘~~+~“~~)~(~~)l~-ll~~~+’~~+~~., 
( 
(3.2b) 
.q["((2y')+ ." +(,v"))+o',+2?2+ "' +n.v,)].X(YI+ '.' +.v.) (3.2~) 
(zi/Z,)(,+N+y,)(qZ,/Zi)(N+r.,) 
(3.2d) 
’ n ((qzi/z,)2N)/((qzi/zr)(N- y,)) (3.2e) 
1 < i.r < n 
=,o, (1 +xq’)(1 +x-‘.q’-1) (3.2f) 
= (-xq)nN kx-‘),N. ww 
ProojY Motivated by how (1.10) was obtained from (1.2) we consider 
the following specialization of Theorem 1.47: 
ari= (zr/zi) qpzN7 if 1 < i, r < n, (3.3a) 
and 
t = -xq(’ + nN), (3.3b) 
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with N a nonnegative integer. The relations in Definition 1.34 and Remark 
1.37 then imply that 
Air = (“-i/Z,), if 1 <i<r<n, (3.4a) 
and 
bri= (qzr/ziL if 1 < i, r < n. (3.4b) 
It is immediate that the A,,, arrr h,j defined by (3.4a), (3.3a), and (3.4b), 
respectively, satisfy all of the relations in Definition 1.34 and Remark 1.37. 
The specialization of ( 1.48 ) corresponding to (3.3 )-( 3.4) terminates since 
Qiiz+2N, if l<i<n. (3.5) 
In fact, in this case of (1.48) we have 
O<yi62N, if 16idn. (3.6) 
It is not hard to see that replacing yi by (N + yi) in the (3.3)-(3.5) case 
of (1.48) and changing the index of summation in (3.6) to 
-N< yi<N, if l<i<n, (3.7) 
leads to the equivalent identity 
(3.8a) 
(3.8b) 
. n ((zr/zi) qp2N)(N+F,) 
I 
(3.8~) 
1 c l.?- < n 
. {q(r.,+2Y2+...+n,.,Lq [nNlr,+ ‘. +~,I+N(;)+nNw+1)] > Wd) 
.{(_l)(~l+-“+l.n).(_l)nN.g~-L.l+”’+.~”~.Xn~) (3.8e) 
= ( -xql --“N)*&. (3.8f) 
After some routine simplifications it is not difficult to prove the following 
relations: 
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((zr/zi) C2N)(N+ .v,) (3.10a) 
= {((szi/zr)2N)l((szilzr)(N-y,))} (3.10b) 
. {(ml)(N+y,). (Z,/zi)(N+y,).qC~N(3N+1)/21.q--~,.q(Yi)}; (3.10~) 
and finally, 
kenN)ZnN (3.12a) 
= {(-Xd,N(-X-l)nN} (3.12b) 
. {xnN-r 
(nN)(nN- I)/2 
1. (3.12~) 
Substituting the relations (3.9)-(3.12) into (3.8) and then observing that 
(-f)n*N.(-l)nN=(-l)n(n+I)N=l, (3.13) 
N ‘I +nN(nN+ l)-n2N(3N+ 1)/2= -(nN)(nN- 1)/2, 
0 
(3.14) 
and that xHN is a factor of both sides of (3.8), it is clear that we obtain 
(3.2). The proof of Theorem 3.1 is now complete. Q.E.D. 
Since the limits as N + cc of (3.2e), (3.2g), and (3.2d) are 1, 
((-XqL f-x-‘LA and 
i ( (q)“, . 1 < ;vrc, (zi/zr)m (qzrlzi)cc p19 . . )i (3.15) 
respectively, and (3.2a)-(3.2c) is independent of N, it follows from Tan- 
nery’s Theorem for sums [ 16, pp. 1361381 that (3.2) converges to an iden- 
tity which is clearly equivalent to (1.55). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.53. Q.E.D. 
4. THE EQUIVALENCE OF THEOREMS 1.29 AND 1.61 
Before establishing the equivalence of Theorems 1.29 and 1.61 we first 
finish proving Theorem 1.61. 
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By the product formula for a Vandermonde determinant applied to 
n (;;q” - z,qJr), (4.1) 
l<i<P<fl 
and some algebra, it is not difficult to see that 
n (1 - (Z;/,-,). q.1”- -“‘) (4.2a) 
I<t<r<n 
= fi z;“-l’. fi q-cr-l)l., 
i 
(4.2b) 
,=I i-=1 
. J” E(o) fj ql’-‘Ilnlr,. fi z$tr”). 
i 
(4.2~) 
r= 1 r= I 
Substituting (4.2) into the M= 0 case of (1.59), interchanging sum- 
mation, and using (JJ, + .. . + .v,,) = 0, we find that 
[ ( (4 Y- ’ (4.3a) 
It is now clear that the change of variables (1.60) transforms (4.3) into 
( 1.62). This finishes our elementary proof of Eq. ( 1.62) in Theorem 1.61. 
Q.E.D. 
As observed in Section 1, we prove the equivalence of Theorems 1.29 and 
1.61 by showing that the inner sum in (1.62c)-(1.62d) always equals the 
corresponding inner sum in (1.3Oc)-( 1.30d). That is, we now prove 
LEMMA 4.4. Let (T be any permutation in x+ ,, and Z be the set of all 
integers. We then have 
1 ( 
/+I 
c exP C (-(I+ 1)Ycr(i))Ec7(i) 
)i J,+ .- *!,+,=o r= 1 
.P, E L 
1 i[ 
I+ 1 
exp C (t-U+ 1)/2)~$,+ t-i+ l)~,,,,) Y 1 I ;= , 
(4.5a) 
(4.5b) 
= ,.,..~,,, iexpF’ [it’ rL,- i (l-s+ 1) L, E,(;, i=l ,-= I s=j 1 11 (4.5c) 
c \ i=l 1 G?<S<l 
where 
(I+ 1) divides (“,-::I iLi). 
Proof Since 
Ye(l)+ *‘* +Ycq+l,=Yl+ ... +Yl+I=o 
and 
Ycr(i) E c if 1 <i61+ 1, 
it is clear that the sum in (4Sa)-(4Sb) is over the set 
Q, = KY a(~)y-sy Y,(IJ) I Yg(i) E C if 1 G i< l}, 
where Y,(~+ ,), in each term, is replaced by 
You+ 1) = -(Yo(l, + . . . + Y,(,,). 
On the other hand, the sum in (4.5c)-(4Sd) is over the set 
Q, = {(L, Y..., L,)ILi~Z, if 1 Qi<l, and (1+ 1) divides 
(L,-(L,+2L,+ ... +(l-l)L,-,))I. 
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- i i(l-i+ l)[Li(Lj-1)/2] y- C r(l--s+ 1) L,L,1, ) 
(4.5d) 
(4.6) 
(4.7a) 
(4.7b) 
(4.8a) 
(4.8b) 
(4.9) 
Comparing coefficients of E,(~) in (4.5a) and (4.5~) we are led to consider 
the linear transformation 
T,:Q,+f2, (4.10a) 
determined by the I equations 
(4.10b) 
where l<i<l. 
Applying standard row operations to (4.10b) it is not hard to show that 
the inverse transformation 
T/-l: Q, -+a, (4.1 la) 
is given by the system 
Li= Y,(i) - Yo(i+ l)? if l<i<Z, (4.11b) 
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such that 
Yo(/+l)= -(Yc,l,+ ... +Yo,d. (4.1 lc) 
We also find that 
det(T,-‘)=(l+ l)#O, if I> 1. (4.12) 
If the Li are determined by (4.11) then it is immediate from (4.11b)- 
(4.1 lc) that 
(4.13) 
As a result of (4.1 l)-(4.13) it is clear that T;’ is a one-to-one mapping 
of 52, into Q,. To see why T,- ’ is also onto, just observe that the right- 
hand side of (4.10b) equals 
1 /- I /- I 
(/+I) 
L,- c f-L, + c L.\, (4.14) 
r=l s = i 
which by (4.9) is always an integer. 
We now make use of T,: Q2 + Q, to transform each of the terms of the 
sum in (4.5a)-(4.5b) into the corresponding terms of the sum in (4.5c)- 
(4.5d). 
Substituting (4.10b) into (4.8b) we first note that 
-!-i 
y”“+‘)=(l+ 1) r=, 
I& i L, 
r=l s=, 
-1 ’ 
=- C rL. 
(I+ 1) r=, 
(4.15) 
Thus, by (4.10b) and (4.15) it follows that TI maps the expression in (4.5a) 
into (4.5~). Similarly, T, also maps (4.5b) into (4.5d). That is, we finish the 
proof of Lemma 4.4 by showing that 
(4.16a) 
= -,C, i(l-i+ l)[L,(L,- 1)/2] - C r(l--s+ 1) L,L,, (4.16b) 
I<r<S</ 
whenever y,, ;, is given by (4.10b) and (4.15). 
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To this end, making use of 
1+ 1 
ic, (i- l)/(l+ l)=W, (4.17) 
i+ 1 
i;l Ml+ 1) = 17 (4.18) 
and some algebra, it follows that substituting (4.10b) and (4.15) into 
(4.16a) yields 
; .$, ZrL,+ i (-i+l) i Ls} (4.19a) 
i= 1 s=i 
+ -; f: r2Lj+f; i 
i 
(4.19b) 
r= 1 i=, s=i (+++} 
+ - 
i 
c rsL, L, 
lsr<s<l I 
(4.19c) 
I- I 
1 1 (-(l+l)+r+s)L,L,+ i C 
i= I i<r-csSl i=2 lgr-ci<;sGl 
rL,L,J. 
(4.19d) 
We now rewrite the double sums in (4.19). First, it is clear that 
i$l (-i+ 1) i L,= i - $l)Li. 
s=i i=l 
Thus, the two sums in (4.19a) combine to give 
- i ; i(l-i+ l)(-Li). 
i=l 
Next, it is not hard to see that the double sum in (4.19b) equals 
i: r2LT-i (Z+l) f: rLS. 
i-= 1 r=l 
Combining the two sums in (4.19b) now yields 
-i $(Z-i+l)Lj. 
i=l 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
Finally, we simplify the double sums in (4.19d). In the first of these sums, 
the term (-(Z+l)+r+s)L,L, appears if and only if l<i<l--1 and 
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i < r < s < 1. That is, this term appears exactly r times. Thus, this first sum 
in (4.19d) equals 
1 r(-(/+l)+r+s)L,L,. (4.24) 
Similarly, the term rL,L, in the second sum in (4.19d) appears if and only 
if 2 < i d 1 and 1~ r < i < s 6 1. That is, rL, L, appears exactly (S - r) times. 
Thus, the second sum in (4.19d) equals 
C r(s-r) L,L,. 
I <T<S</ 
(4.25) 
It now follows from (4.24t(4.25) that the sums in (4.19c)-(4.19d) combine 
to give 
- 1 r(l--s+ l)L,L,. 
1 <r<s</ 
(4.26) 
Adding (4.21), (4.23) and (4.26) we obtain (4.16b), and the proof of 
Lemma 4.4 is complete. Q.E.D. 
Remark 4.27. The definition of T; I: f2, -+ 52, given by (4.11) is very 
natural. If we replace Li and ybCr) by tli and E,, respectively, where 
{~I,-, a,> are the simple roots of sl(l+ 1, C) and is,,..., E[+ ,}are the stan- 
dard basis vectors of R’+ ‘, then (4.11 b) becomes 
ai=Ei-&*+,, if I<i<l, (4.28) 
which is just the standard definition of the CI,. Furthermore, (4.11~) 
becomes 
E ,+ 1 = -(El + ... + E,), (4.29) 
which is also reasonable if we interpret {sI ,..., E,+ , } as variables and recall 
that all of the roots of sl(l+ 1, C) lie in the plane 
E, + ... +&,+I =o. (4.30) 
These observations should be useful when we generalize Lemma 4.4 to 
other affine root systems. 
Remark 4.31. Making use of the change of variables (1.60) and the 
description of A + in (1.20) it is not difftcult to see that the M = 0 case of 
(1.59) can be written as 
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(1 -w(-4) 
+ 
(4.32a) 
= c ,<r<F<,+l (l -exp(- C(Er--E,)+(.Y,-Ys)Yl)) L’,+...+v,+,=o , . .V,EZ 
(4.32b) 
. {ev-U+ ~MY,E,+ ... +Y~+~E~+~))) (4.32~) 
(4.32d) 
where y is the smallest positive imaginary root of Al’) and {sr - E, 1 1 < r < 
s 6 I + 1 } are the positive roots of s/(1+ 1, C). Note that the expressions 
Ch - 4 + (Y, - Y,) rl in WW are roots (both positive and negative) of 
A{‘). Also observe that the yi = 0 case of (4.32b)-(4.32d) is the product side 
of the denominator formula for sl(f + 1, C). The results in this section show 
how Eq. (4.32) allows us to pass directly from the denominator formula for 
sl(Z+ 1, C) to the denominator formula for AI’) as given by (1.30), and 
hence (1.15k(1.16). 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.29. 
From the description of d + in (1.20) and the fact that, for AI’), real 
roots have multiplicity 1 and imaginary roots multiplicity 1, it is immediate 
that the left-hand side of (1.15) specializes to (1.30a). 
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1.29 by using the dis- 
cussion of A + and W in Section 1 and the concrete characterizations of W 
and the group /i of shears of AI’) contained in Propositions 4.32 and 4.33 
of [42], to show that the right-hand side of (1.15) specializes to the right- 
hand side of (1.30). 
To this end, we combine the statements of Propositions 4.32 and 4.33 of 
[42] into 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let W be the Weyl group of Aj’). Then, the most 
general element w  E W may be written uniquely in the form w  = aL, where 
OEY;+, and L is a shear in A. L is in A (or equivalently, in W), if and only 
if L is the linear automorphism of span A determined by 
L(cxj)=cr,+ Ljy, for 1 d j<l, (5.2a) 
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and 
where 
and 
L(Y) = Y, 
L 1 ,..., L, E z 
(52b) 
(5.2c) 
(I+ I) divides (L,-1;: iL;). (5.2d) 
Furthermore, the sign ( - 1 )‘l”‘) equals the sign E(O) of the permutation 0. The 
set @,V = wA ~ n A + is now constructible by the indicated sequence of steps. 
In addition to Proposition 5.1 we recall the useful fact from [24, Sect. 21 
given by 
LEMMA 5.3. For all WE Wand iE {O ,..., I}, 
(@r,,v> =r,(@,,,) + (@,,>. (5.4) 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.3 and an induction based 
upon the length of u’, we derive 
LEMMA 5.5. For all w, , w? E W u,e have 
<@w,,v2>=wl<@w,) + (@w,>. 
We need the special case of Lemma 5.5 given by 
<@JoL) =a<@L) + <@,>T 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
where 0 E Y;, , and L is the shear given by (5.2). 
Making use of (5.7) and Proposition 5.1 it is now not difficult to write 
the right-hand side of (1.15) in the form 
..z,+, Wev-VW C exp(-d@,N7 
LEA 
(5.8) 
where n is the group of linear automorphisms of span A given by (5.2). 
In order to obtain the right-hand side of (1.30) from (5.8) it is sufficient 
to recall ( 1.16), (1.20), (1.27), (1.28), and then establish 
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<@n> = C tip 0(i)) &o(i), 
i=l 
and 
&)={‘$ [t,1-rL,+ i (i-J+l)L,]%,} 
i= 1 r=l 3-j 
where IS E Y;+ , and L is the shear given by (5.2) 
(5.10) 
(5.11a) 
(5.11b) 
(5.1 lc) 
Proof. We first derive (5.10). From (l.l6g), (l.l6h), (1.18), (1.19), 
(1.20) and (1.21) it is clear that 
(@c>= C (Ei-Ej). (5.12) 
I<i<jSl+l 
n-‘(i) > C’( j) 
We obtain (5.10) from (5.12) and 
/+ 1 
c 
(Ei-Ei)= c (a-l(i)-i)Ei, (5.13) 
lGr<j<l+l i= 1 
o-‘(i) > a-‘( i) 
which we prove by an induction from Y;+ , to Y;+ 2. 
It is immediate that (5.13) is equivalent to 
C (&i-EjJzigl (a(i)-i)Ei. (5.14) 
l<i<j<l+l 
o(i) p u(i) 
Equation (5.14) is certainly true for I + 1 = 1. Assume that (5.14) holds for 
(l+l)andanyoEY;+r. In order to show that this implies (5.14) for (I + 2) 
and any permutation ~7 in yi+ *, we only need to consider the three cases 
determined by 
c?(i) = o(i), if 1 <i<k, (5.15a) 
g(k) = (I + 2), (5.15b) 
O(i) = a(i- l), if k<i<1+2, (5.15c) 
and then compute the coefficients of sj for 1 < i < 1+ 2. 
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If 1 <i<k we obtain 
Ij(sli<s61+2 and ~?(i)>S(s)}ll 
- II{rJl <r<i and a(r)>r?(i)}ll 
= Il(sIi<s<~+ 1 and a(i)>r~(~))(I 
- Il{rI 1 <r<i and ~(r)>~(i)jll 
= o(i) - i 
= [T(i) - i, 
(5.16a) 
(5.16b) 
(5.16~) 
(5.16d) 
where (I TIJ denotes the cardinality of the set T. 
If i = k the only inversion pairs of 5 involved are ((k, k + l),..., 
(k, I+ 2)}, and the coefficient of Ed is 
(I+2-k)=o(k)-k. (5.17) 
Finally, if k < i 6 I+ 2 then 
IJ{sli<s</+2 and 6(i)>6(s)}II (5.18a) 
= il{sli- 1 <s- 1 <I+ 1 and o(i- l)>o(s-- l)}il 
= Ij{sli- 1 <sdl+ 1 and o(i- l)>a(s)}ll, (5.18b) 
and 
II (r I 1 < Y < i and c?(r) > a(i)} II (5.19a) 
=Il(kIo(k)>o(i-l}II+Il{rI16r<i-l anda(r)>a(i-l)}II 
=l+l){rlldr<i-1 anda(r)>o(i-l)}// (5.19b) 
By (5.18)-(5.19) the coefficient of ~,in this case is 
[ll{~(i- 1 <~dl+ 1 and o(i- l)>~(s)}/I 
-lI{rlldr<i-1 ando(r)>a(i-l)}(/]-1 (5.20a) 
=[a(i-1)-(i-l)]-1 
= C(i) - i. (5.20b) 
Thus, the (Z+2) case of (5.14) is immediate from (5.15), (5.16d), (5.17), 
and (5.20b), and the inductive proof of (5.14), and consequently (5.13) and 
(5.10), is complete. 
We now prove (5.11). 
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Recall from (1.20) and (1.21b) that 
A+={(s-l)y+(~~-~~),sy-((~~-~~),sy~ 
16i<j~f+1,sEz+--(O}}, 
and 
A-= (-(S-l)y-(&j-E,), -Sy+(Ei-&j-)9 -37 
1 <i< jdl+ l,sEZ+ - (0)). 
(5.21) 
I 
(5.22) 
Making use of (1.18), (5.2a), and (52b) we compute the action of a 
shear L on the set A- and then find 
r~(@~)=a(A+nLAe). (5.23) 
It is not hard to see that LA- is given by 
L(-(s-l)y-(&i-&j))=[-((S-l)-(Li+ ... +Lj_,)]y-(Ei-Ej)’ 
(5.24a) 
L(-sy+(E;-Ej))=[-S+(L;+ ... +Lj-l)]y+(Ei-&j)’ (5.24b) 
L( -sy) = -sy, (5.24~) 
where 1 <i< j61+ 1 and SE??+ - (0). 
Fix (i, j), with 1 <i<j<l+ 1. Now, if we have 
(L;+ ... +Ljp,)>O (5.25) 
then the expression in (5.24a) is in A ~. However, if C--s + ( Lj + . . . + 
Lie i)] 3 0 then the expression in (5.24b) is in A + . Thus, if (5.25) holds it 
follows from using 1 6 s < (Li + ... + Ljp ,) in (5.24b) that 
(sy+(Ei-&,j)IOfSQ(Lj+ ... +L,-,)-l}E@,. 
On the other hand, if 
(5.26) 
(L,+ ... +Lj-I)<0 (5.27) 
then the expression in (5.24b) is in A _ . In this case, if [-(S - 1) - 
(Li+ ... + Lie r)] > 0 then the expression in (5.24a) is in A + . Thus, if 
(5.27) holds and we use 1 <s< -(L,+ ..a + L,-,) in (5.24a) we find that 
{sy-((Ei-Ej)Il<S< -(L,+ ‘.. +Lj-,)}Ec&. (5.28) 
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Recalling (1.27)-( 1.28) it is immediate that 
D(Sy + (&i-&j)) =sY + (En(;)-zo(j))5 (5.29a) 
and 
4-v - C&i - Ej)) = 0 - (E,(j) - Q,)). (5.29b) 
Keeping in mind (5.29) it is not diflicult to see that both (5.26) and 
(5.28) contribute the same expression 
{tLr + “’ + L,- I )(Eo(,)-G~(j))} 
+{[(L;+ ..’ +Lj&,)(L;+ ... +L,-*-1)/2]y) (5.30) 
to cJ(@L). 
Thus, summing (5.30) over 1 d i < j 6 I + 1 we immediately have 
Q<@L) = 
i 
c (L;S ... + Lj-~ 1 )tEo(i) - &r7( j) 
I<i<js/+l 
)) (5.31a) 
(5.31b) 
We finish the proof of (5.11) by showing that (5.31a) equals (5.11a) and 
(5.31b) equals the sum of (5.11b) and (5.11~). 
It is clear that the coefficient of E,,,) in (5.31a) is given by 
-CL;. ,+(L,-,+L,-,)+ “. +(L,+ ..’ +L;-.,)I 
+[L,+(L;+L,+j)+ ... +(L,+ ‘.. +L,)] 
i 
I-1 
= ,;, - 
rL,+ i (l-.T+l)L,y . 
5 = I 1 
It is immediate from (5.32) that (5.31a) equals (5.11a). 
Now, the sum in (5.3 lb) can be written as 
(5.32) 
(5.33a) 
+ c c -LL,Y I (5.33b) I<r<j<l+l i<r<.s<.j-1 
Observe that the term [L,(L,- 1)/2] y appears in (5.33a) if and only if 
l<i<j<l+l andi<r<j-l.Thatis,ifandonlyifl<i<r<j<l+l. 
Thus, this term appears exactly r(l- r + 1) times, and we see that (5.33a) 
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equals (5.1 lb). Similarly, the term L,L,y appears in (5.33b) if and only if 
l~i<j~f+landidr<s~j-l.Thatis,ifandonlyifl~i~r<s<j~ 
I+ 1. Thus, this term appears exactly r(Z- s + 1) times, and it follows that 
(5.33b) equals (5.11~). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.9, and consequently, Theorem 
1.29. Q.E.D. 
6. THE MACDONALD IDENTITIES FOR Aj’) WRITTEN IN 
TERMS OF THE SIMPLE RENTS 
In this section we rewrite (4.3) in terms of the variables 
(z4i=exp(-aj)~O<i<~}, (6.1) 
where aO, a1 ,..., txl are the simple roots of A I’). This is clearly equivalent to 
the corresponding rewriting of (1.62), and by Lemma 4.4, of the Mac- 
donald identities for AI’) as well. This type of rewriting of the Weyl- 
Macdonald-Kac denominator formula in (1.15) is given a direct com- 
binatorial interpretation as a multivariable vector partition theorem in 
Theorem 4.6 of [42]. 
At this point we need some relations among the variables {ui}, (z;}, and 
q. From ( 1.60~) (6.1), and cli = (si - ei+ , ), it is immediate that 
uj = zJz;+ 1) 1 didl. (6.2) 
By (1.60a) and (6.2) we have 
zi=uiui+,“‘u,z,+~. (6.3) 
Making use of (1.22d), (1.60) and (6.1) we find that 
4=hl(~,/z,+,) (6.4) 
=(u(g.4,14z~~*z4~), (6.5) 
by (6.3). 
Observing that 
and 
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it is not difficult to see by (1.60a), (6.3), and (6.5) that the sum in (4.3b)- 
(4.3~) can be written in terms of the variables (uO, ur,..., ~~1 as 
1 E(g) 1 
f j  (u,)E,(o: ..vr. I ) (6.8 
c7it ‘Y,+, “I+. + v,+,=o r=O > 
.I,El 
where E,(cr; , J, , ) is given by 
(6.9a 
(s)-s+(f+ 1) .vy) . (6.9b) 
By means of (6.2)-(6.5) it is not hard to show that the products in(4.3a) 
can be expressed in terms of {u,,, u1 ,..., I(,) as 
(6.10a) 
. fi (1 -u;... .> q,+ /.-, ,,L4;,,‘rm, ~,-‘u:~:24)-24;) 
r=11+3- r, 1) 
. (6.10b) 
The product given by (6.10) appears as Eq. (4.11) of [42]. The I = 2 case 
of equating (6.8)-(6.9) to (6.10) is equivalent to Eq. (4.34) of [42]. 
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